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"Task? What kind of task did he send you two to do?" Leon asked when he heard that.

"Sir, it's about Scarlet Thief, one of the Eight Criminals. Recently, one of the ancient martial arts families in the southern region

managed to find an Advanced Black Class martial technique. Two days ago, the Scarlet Thief slaughtered many people just to

get it, and did in the end," Oliver explained the situation.

There were not many techniques and methods around. The higher rank it was, the rarer and more sought after it would be!

In the southern region, Black Class techniques were already at the highest level!

In particular, Ultimate and Advanced rank Black Class techniques were things only families at the level of the Thompsons and

the Southern Boss had!

It was obvious how valuable they were!

Because of that, the ancient martial arts family were targeted by the Scarlet Thief, and slaughtered them!

Alfred was furious about that!

Alfred had the highest authority in the Dragon Corps here, and the Scarlet Thief was killing people with reckless abandon. Alfred

could naturally not escape any blame!

So, he sent out some experts, including Abraham and Oliver to look into the Scarlet Thief s whereabouts, wanting to lure the guy

out to capture him!

Earlier, the two of them were looking into where he was!

"The Scarlet Thief again!"

Leon was surprised to hear that explanation.

After he heard about Henry, he planned on trying to get rid of the Scarlet Thief as soon as he could to prevent any future

troubles!

Yet, he never expected the southern region's Dragon Corps to be looking for the Scarlet Thief as well!

It was perfect for what he wanted!

"Oliver, did you two manage to find him or any clues?" Leon hurriedly asked.

Even though he already decided to get rid of the Scarlet Thief for Henry, he never met the man before, and knew nothing about

the man!

If Oliver or anyone else from the Dragon Corps managed to find where the Scarlet Thief was, then it would be brilliant!

Then, he would be able to deal with the Scarlet Thief for the Dragon Corps, helping both Henry and the masses!

"No."

"Yesterday, a few of the experts managed to find some clues, but before they could gather up our men, the Scarlet

Thief managed to flee! There was even a Platinum Dragon Guard and three Gold Dragon Guards there. All three of them were

injured," Oliver shook his head.

Even though the southern region's Dragon Corps had many experts, including some at the initial and intermediate Almighty

State, the Scarlet Thief was still too strong. He was already at the intermediate Almighty State!

If the southern region's Dragon Corps wanted to deal with him, they would need at least two or three Platinum Dragon Guards at

the intermediate Almighty State or above to work together.

Furthermore, the Dragon Corps had no information, while the Scarlet Thief worked in the dark.

Their men were quite dispersed since they had to look into his whereabouts. It was hard to gather three men at the intermediate

Almighty State to fight on such short notice!

Because of that, the experts managed to find his location but failed to do anything to him. They even let him escape!

After that, the Scarlet Thief got even more careful, and he vanished without a trace!

It caused the situation to become much harder, so no one managed to find any clues at all!
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